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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with application of concurrent object-oriented programming with 
Actors to solve dynamic programming problems in a distributed computing environment. This area 
of research is often called distributed artificial intelligence. Using a dynamic programming example of 
chained matrix multiplication, amethod of managing dynamic programming searches in a distributed 
programming environment with Actors is presented. Distributed computations with Actors are vi- 
sualized by means of Time-Varying Automata (for cases with no intra-actor concurrency) or using a 
class of high-level nets called Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets (for cases with intra~actor concurrency). 
Design and implementation features of the specific Actor-based programming environment, using a 
concurrent extension of C++, are also discussed. (~ 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
geywords - -D is t r ibuted  dynamic programming, Distributed artificial intelligence, Concurrent 
objeet-orientedness, Actors, High-level Petri nets, Visualization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] Andreoli  et al. have shown, using the problem of finding the shortest path in a weighted 
acyclic network as an example, that  the search technique of dynamic programming can be im- 
plemented in a form of mult iagent computat ion by the interaction of cooperating and competing 
agents. We extend their work by applying the following methodologies to dynamic programming 
opt imizat ion problems. 
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(i) Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming (COOP) paradigm with Actors based on the 
original idea by Hewitt [2] and as presented in detail in Agha's book [3]; this approach 
attempts to reflect inherent concurrency of systems and distributed nature of processes 
and contributes to better operational and formal understanding of distributed computing 
systems. Actors compared with agents [1] may be inherently concurrent, may be equipped 
in intelligence of arbitrary granularity, may have capabilities of self-modification, and self- 
procreation. 
(2) Time-Varying Automata [4] and Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets [5] to model structure 
and dynamics of Actor programs, extending Agha's application of predicate-transition 
nets and Sami and Vidal-Naquet's [6] application of Colored Petri Nets to visualization 
and simulation of important structural properties (deadlock, fairness, nondeterminism) of 
Actor programs. 
(3) Distributed Actor-based algorithm for the chained matrix multiplication problem as de- 
scribed in its sequential version in [7] as an illustration of the method of solving dynamic 
programming optimization problems in distributed computing environment. 
(4) Describing COOP environment in C++ as designed and implemented in [8]. 
The approach presented in this paper is mostly conceptual and language-independent. This 
means that from an implementation point of view a substantial effort is still needed to make 
this methodology practically available, especially from performance (speedup and efficiency) and 
reliability points of views. We show that the search techniques of dynamic programming models 
are a very regular form of Actor computations which can be characterized by strict cooperation 
and competition of Actors in a dynamically changing distributed computing environment. 
2. D ISTR IBUTED DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING WITH ACTORS 
Open Distributed Systems 
There exist two categories of distributed systems: weakly and strongly distributed [9]. A 
system is weakly distributed if its modules know the names of other modules. It is strongly 
distributed if its modules cannot directly name other modules. In a strongly distributed system 
a given module knows only the names of its own communication ports. The names of modules 
with which it communicates are stored as data in its communication ports, and may be viewed 
as pointers to ports of other modules that cannot be dereferenced to determine the name of 
nonlocal ports. Therefore a module communicates by sending a message, containing data, to 
its local port which takes over a task of sending it to its destination. Object-oriented languages 
and also Actor-based languages are weakly distributed systems, i.e., Actors know names of some 
other Actors. 
One of the main properties of an open distributed system is its capability to dynamically 
modify configuration ofsoftware or hardware components without destroying the functionality of
the system. These systems hould consist of many computational entities (fine-grain parallelism) 
which will cooperate/compete with one another in solving complex problems. Entities of such 
systems hould be able to communicate with entities outside of the system, i.e., some previously 
unknown entity may be able to communicate with other entities in the system. Distributed 
systems are distinguished by the presence of three essential features of parallel systems: causality, 
conflict, and concurrency. One can understand such complex systems by imposing structure on 
them and by equipping them with a method for abstracting from details. Conceptually this 
means also to be able to decide how far one has to go, in terms of space, time, and logical 
proximity, to identify all the entities of the system interacting with the entity of interest. The 
primary goal of considering such systems is expected improvement of performance; the second 
goal is practical connectivity of existing heterogeneous computing resources to solve challenging 
computing problems, and the third is modularity of design and related extendability ofsystems. 
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D is t r ibuted  Systems w i th  Actors  
A model of computation, based on the notion of Actors, can be used as a foundation of dis- 
tributed open systems. Actors are "active" objects which execute simultaneously and communi- 
cate asynchronously with each other via message passing. Actors are independent, self-contained, 
interactive components of a computing system. Actors may provide inherent concurrency of an 
object, encapsulation of local intelligence, and allow an object state to be directly expressed and 
manipulated. Therefore Actor-based languages combine, to a certain extent, procedural, func- 
tional, and object-oriented programming paradigms. This allows for programs which are easily 
understandable and which avoid unnecessary sequencing. 
Each Actor has a conceptual location, its mail address, and a behavior. An Actor's acquain- 
tances are all of the Actors whose mail addresses it knows. Actors communicate hrough messages. 
Preservation of message order is not guaranteed because of potential heterogeneity of computers 
involved (speed of processing) and because of adaptive routing strategies applied. However, mes- 
sages sent are guaranteed to be received with an unbounded but finite delay. This requirement 
satisfies the weak fairness property of the Actor system. State change in Actors is specified using 
replacement behaviors. Each time an Actor processes a message, it also computes its behavior in 
response to the next message it may process. The behavior of each individual Actor is character- 
ized by a set of well-defined, observable states and a set of transitions over these states. An Actor 
has three options to express its behavior: to process the next message and at the same time to 
preserve its current behavior, to change behavior to a new one, and to create a new Actor. The 
change in Actor's behavior may represent a single change of state variables (member fields) or it 
may represent changes in the operations (member functions) which are carried out in response 
to messages. At any instance of time every Actor can be only in one of the two "major" states: 
the state of message processing or state of accepting new message. Only when being in state of 
message processing can an Actor change its behavior. When being in the state of accepting a new 
message, an Actor is sensitive only to incoming external messages storing them in its mailbox. 
A program in Actor-based programming languages is a collection of behavior descriptions 
(scripts), a declaration of initial Actors, and messages. By initial configuration we mean a set 
of initial Actors and messages. Semantics of Actor-based programming languages is defined by 
initial configuration and by semantics of sequential programming language assigning to each script 
a function representing the behavior of Actors. Actors communicate in a "one-to-one" manner by 
means of messages. A message is composed of a communication and a name of a target Actor. A 
communication is a string of items over a certain domain. Actors react to messages by following 
a predetermined behavior (script) which contains information on how to process a given message 
and a list of other known Actors. A behavior is a function of incoming messages which extracts 
an identifier in the message and can be interpreted as one of the three actions of an Actor system: 
sending messages to specified targets, creating new Actors, and specifying replacement behavior. 
The Actor itself is treated as an association between a name and a behavior. A configuration 
therefore provides the environment for computation and it is composed of a collection of messages 
and Actors such that all Actors have unique names. Summarizing, an actor system is composed 
of: a set of Actors' names, a set of communications, a set of messages, a set of behaviors, a set of 
Actors, a set of configurations, and the initial configuration of the system. In [10] an algebraic 
formalization of Actor systems has been provided which is consistent with the above presentation. 
Mode l ing  of  D is t r ibuted  Systems w i th  Actors  
Traditionally distributed systems were modeled by Pert /nets  (PN). The main reason for PNs 
broad use is their capability to abstract away real time and view parallel processes in terms of 
the events they can perform and the constraints on the order of their occurrence, i.e., to inter- 
pret concurrency by means of causal independence. PNs are nets of local states called places 
which interact via transitions; transitions relate only some places, namely, those which its occur- 
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rence change in some way. Petri nets have a well-accepted graphical representation, developed 
methodology, and numerous software tools supporting their construction and simulation. These 
were main factors motivating us to apply Hierarchical Colored Petri nets as a graphical represen- 
tation of Actor systems. When an Actor's intelligence and intra-concurrency is sufficiently large 
then every Actor can be represented by means of a page and the whole distributed application 
can be treated as a set of such pages properly interconnected. 
In [3], Agha visualizes Actor programs by means of dependency lines (called also Actors' 
time traces) separate for each Actor. This graphical representation is sufficient for simple Actor 
programs, i.e., programs which can be characterized by Actors of low intelligence and weak 
causal Actor dependencies. It can be also used as the first refinement of Actors' system visual 
representation. However, for complex Actor systems with multiple dependencies, more accurate 
representations (e pecially visual) are necessary. 
If the change in an Actor's behavior is reflected only by changes of its member fields, then a 
finite automaton is sufficient assuming that the Actor has no intra-concurrency. If, in addition, 
member functions are also changed, then the change in the Actor's behavior can be graphically 
represented by a Time-Varying Automaton [4] (still assuming that the Actor has no internal 
concurrency). If a sequence of processed messages i fixed from the perspective of a single 
Actor, then its global Behavior under influence of this sequence can be described by means of 
a Deterministic Time-Varying Automaton. A Behavior set is a nonempty subset of the set of 
all possible Behaviors for the given Actor. Actor's behavior can be changed under influence of a 
processed message. Because very new Behavior is characterized by different values of member 
fields and different subsets of publicly available member functions, therefore ach such Behavior 
can be represented by a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) which is "mapped" to another 
DFA under influence of a newly processed message. Let us assume that a certain Actor processes 
a sequence of messages: m = (mlm2...  mk). The Actor starts from initial configuration which 
comprises also Actor's initial Behavior (~0 expressed by some DFA. Messages mi can be interpreted 
as functions which map DFA modeling Behavior ~i into DFA modeling Behavior a~+l. This 
should be understood as the mapping between sets of states of the two DFAs involved. Actor's 
Behavior can be changed when Actor is in any of its local states, assuming, however, that its 
global state is the state of "message processing" (see Figure 1). 
When an Actor has an internal concurrency or when we want to model the whole Actor 
system, then its representation by a collection of Colored Petri Nets [6] called Hierarchical Colored 
Petri Nets or Predicate-Transition Nets [11] is the most appropriate. Visualization of Actor 
systems is not the only goal of the graphical specification; another is simulation of Actors' PN- 
based models to study fundamental behavioral properties of distributed systems [5]. The second 
goal is especially justified for Actor systems with more complex internal structure and intra- 
concurrency. This form of concurrency an be presented, separately for each participating Actor, 
using the concept of the page in the Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets [11]. Therefore, pages of the 
model, similarly as Actors of the concurrent program, have to cooperate/compete to model/solve 
the whole initial dynamic programming problem by proper reconfigurable connection between 
Actors. In addition, existing implementation f Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets such as the CASE 
software package Design/CPN (from META Software Corp., Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.) permits 
experimental study and, to a certain degree, control over such behavioral properties of distributed 
systems as: divergence, termination, deadlock, liveness, fairness, degree of nondeterminism, and 
exploration of selected subspaces of the total state space. [6,12]. 
Distr ibuted Dynamic Programming 
Dynamic programming, which searches for an optimal solution, can be interpreted in a con- 
current programming environment as the sharing of common information among Actors working 
towards a single final goal with temporarily different and competing local goals. The efficiency 
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Figure 1. E* represents words over alphabet E from a perspective ofan Actor pro- 
ceasing messages Modeling of Actor system by means of Time-Varying Automaton. 
of an Actor program on a distributed memory architecture depends on where different Actors 
are placed and on the communication traffic between them. Thus, the placement and migra- 
tion of Actors can drastically affect the overall performance. However, dynamic programming 
computations are often regular and local by the very nature of the underlying problem and very 
well understood by the programmer. This implies that a programmer's annotations are usu- 
ally sufficient o manage Actor's placement and replacement s rategies to guarantee locality of 
communication patterns. Annotations indicate directly on which machine should specific Actor 
execute. Therefore, dynamic programming search problems are well suited to be implemented on 
multicomputers with distributed memory. These systems usually possess fixed hardware architec- 
ture (the only exception is a transputer with software reconfiguration f interconnection network), 
and programs can change behavior dynamically depending on circumstances ncountered during 
the course of computation. 
3. D ISTRIBUTED CHAINED MATRIX  
MULTIPLICATION WITH ACTORS 
Distr ibuted Prob lem Formulat ion  
Let us consider a sequence of two-dimensional matrices M = (M0,z,Mz,2,. . . ,M~,i+l, . . . ,  
Mn-z,n) with corresponding dimensions d0, d l, d2,.. •, dn such that multiplication of neighboring 
matrices is permitted. Matrix Mi,i+z has two dimensions d~,di+l, the row and column dimen- 
sions, for i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1. The chained matrix multiplication problem can be formulated as 
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follows: find minimal number of multiplications for sequence M and order of matrix associations 
which provides this minimal solution. We are looking for a method to solve this problem using 
a concurrent object-oriented language with Actors implemented in a distributed environment. 
In this approach we partition the search space into a set of locally interconnected computa- 
tional nodes, each of which is associated with an Actor with the task of finding the best result 
relatively to the given local node of computation. The nodes have only local dependencies from 
their topographical neighbors (see Figure 2). The computation starts concurrently in all nodes 
(processors) on the main diagonal and progresses to the right upper corner in linear time as a 
function of the number of matrices. Nodes on a diagonal with index L may start their computa- 
tion when computations from diagonals with indices L - 1, L - 2, . . .  have been completed. The 
cooperative and competitive work of all Actors will create the final optimal result in the right 
upper node. Cooperation of Actors is reflected by the fact that Actors that are located at earlier 
stages in the global search space send messages to Actors located at the more advanced stages. 
Competition between Actors is reflected by the fact that, on the given stage of computation, 
only one of the Actors prevails in terms of delivering the optimal value; as a result, the global 
computational work comes from the "summation" of the local work of all the Actors. 
Graphically the arrangement of Actors participating in distributed computation has been pre- 
sented in Figure 2 for n = 4. 
L=O L=I I..=2 I7-3 
""%.. "'"...% ""% 
• ...m22 "'..m2~ " . .~ ,  
"'.... ".,% 
/A3.3 ~ ~3., I 
'%""' ~@ "'"" 
""... m4 
Id3,d4 
Figure 2. Graphical representation f the distributed chained matrix multiplication. 
Nodes represent Actors Ai,j with the same inscriptions as corresponding matrices Mi,j. La- 
beled arrows mq between odes indicate direction of information flow and results generated by 
the source nodes; their indices are identical as indices of the source nodes. Nodes residing on 
the same diagonals are characterized by the same index L varying from 0 to n - 1. We initialize 
Actors Al,l,A2,2, . . .  ,An,,, on the main diagonal (with diagonal index L = 0) as holding pairs of 
overlapping matrix dimensions (do, dl), (dl, d2), • • •, (dn- 1, dn), respectively. These actors execute 
an assignment statement mi# = 0 for i -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  n -  1 as their only responsibility. All Actors on 
the main diagonal perform their work concurrently. As a result new Actors A1,2,A2,3,..., A,,-1,n 
on diagonal L = 1 are created. These Actors inherit their computational capabilities through 
multiple inheritance from Actors on the main diagonal. As a result every Actor Ai,i+l inherits 
matrix dimensions (di-l,di) and (di, di+l) from Actors Ai# and Ai+l,i+l, respectively. In addi- 
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tion, Actors on diagonal L = 1 have replaced behavior (inheritance by extension) expressed by 
new computations they have to perform, i.e., mi,i+l = di-ldidi+l for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  - 1. All 
Actors on the diagonal L = 1 execute concurrently. After completion of activities by Actors on 
the diagonal L, new Actors A1,1+5, A1,2+L, • • •, on diagonal with index 1 < L < n are iteratively 
created. These Actors inherit from their ancestors (selected Actors from previous diagonals). 
They do inherit from all previous diagonals denoted by indices 0, 1 , . . . ,  L -  1. This tree-like mul- 
tiple inheritance is very regular, i.e., Actor Ai,j inherits from all Actors in row i and in column j
only. Actors Ai,i+i on consecutive diagonals inherit from dimensions (di-1, dk) for every k such 
that i _<_ k and k _-< i + L - 1, dimension di+L, and local products of dimensions denoted as mi,k 
and mk+l,i+L for every i <-- k and k <__ i + L - 1. These Actors exhibit replaced behaviors growing 
in complexity for each consecutive diagonal in direction of the right upper corner (see Figure 2). 
Namely, Actors Ai,i+L compute the minimum of sums of the following three components: mi,k, 
mk+l,i+L, and the product di-ldkdi+L for every k such that i -<_ k and k __< i + L - 1. The 
value of this minimum for each Actor on the corresponding diagonal is assigned to a member 
field representing local optimal solution and denoted by mi,i+L. This process is continued un- 
til L = n - 1. At this point Actor Al,n holds the final optimal solution to the problem, i.e., how 
many multiplications are necessary to find a product of the matrix sequence M. 
The sequential algorithm in [7] contains a complete xample of algorithm execution; therefore 
the reader may refer to this example when reading about distributed implementation with Actors. 
Terminology and notations in both cases are the same. 
The Colored Petri Net model of the distributed Actor system for chained matrix multiplication 
has been presented in Figure 3 with detailed inscriptions in the legend box. The model is periodic. 
Places and transitions representing resources (data) for consecutive chained matrix computations 
are not presented. 
In a multicomputer nvironment Actor computations are conducted on n computers connected 
linearly in two major phases: selection of associativity order and scalar product computations. 
Originally n matrices Mi are located on n computers Pi, respectively. We denote by Aij an Actor 
holding the partial optimal solution for matrices with indices between i and j,  and Al,n an Actor 
holding the final optimal solution, i.e., for all matrices from 1 to n. The phase of associative 
order selection can be presented in the following three steps. 
Mat r ix  Assoc ia t iv i ty  Order  Select ion 
Step 1. Create, using a broadcasting procedure, n Actors denoted as A~,i for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n 
and allocate these Actors on a one-dimensional rray of computers P],  where i is an 
ID number of a computer and j is a time index indicating progress in the dynamic 
programming search. Initialize member field m~,~ of this Actor to 0 and store the 
corresponding array dimensions di in another member field dim_/of the Actor. 
Step 2. Send a message from Actor A~,i on computer pO to a newly created Actor Ai,~+l on 
computer P~+I to compute a product of dimensions di-l,di,di+l, and to store the 
result in member field count_Li+l for i = 1, 2, . . .  ,n -  1. 
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 with shrinking number of computers pL participating in search for 
newly created Actors Aid such that L = j - i = 2, 3 . . . ,  n - 1 denotes a time index; 
minimal number of scalar products is computed according to the following rule: 
mi,i+L = min{m~,k + mk+l,i+L + di-ldkdi+L} 
for all k = i, i + 1 , . . . ,  i + L -  1 and i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n -  L and result is stored in member 
field count_Lj of the Actor. At each stage of Actors' computations, memorize an 
index k with minimal value of products. 
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Figure 3. Colored Petri Net for the distributed chained matrix multiplication prob- 
lem. 
Scalar P roduct  Computat ion  
The second phase of the chained matrix multiplication problem is strictly dictated by results 
of the first phase. It restarts from appropriate computers and matrices indicated in phase one. 
It creates Actors who perform corresponding multiplications by sending messages to Actors at 
computers whose mail addresses and ID numbers are known to the requesting Actors. This phase 
is not discussed here in detail because it is not a part of the dynamic programming paradigm. 
4. FUTURE WORK 
In the future our research will concentrate on three main directions: 
(1) experimental study of performance (speedup and efficiency) of concurrent object-oriented 
programming with Actors in distributed environment for dynamic programming searches; 
(2) implementation f several other algorithms based on dynamic programming; for instance: 
CYK algorithm to parse context-free grammars, syntactic parsing of natural languages, 
and knapsack problem, using COOP with Actors in distributed environment; 
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(3) development of a truly distributed Actor-based programming environment for a network 
of workstations; this will be a direct extension of the currently operational UNIX-based 
uniprocessor platform. 
APPENDIX  
IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ACTOR LANGUAGE 
BASED ON CONCURRENT EXTENSION OF C+-{- 
A design and implementation f a concurrent Actor language in UNIX environment, based on 
the basic constructs of C++, is presented in [8] and compared with similar attempts reported 
in literature. This programming environment serves us as a test bed for our considerations and 
experiments. The following three features of Actor systems in this specific design are especially 
important: 
(1) ability to avoid typical problems with inheritance, specially problems related to so-called 
inheritance anomaly [10,13], i.e., the conflict between the inheritance mechanism of C++ 
and the synchronization constraints of the member functions of a class; 
(2) properties of weak fairness and guaranteed delivery can he used during design of Actor 
application program to avoid deadlock; 
(3) current single node implementation can be directly extended to multiple nodes using the 
idea of the bulletin board. 
The following four fundamental C++ classes have been designed and implemented for the 
Actor system; their inheritance relationship has been presented in Figure 4: 
(1) mail_queue class (provides interface with System V IPC message queue, provides blocking 
and nonblocking operations, fairness in a form of FIFO queue order, and can determine 
which message to receive next), 
(2) behavior class (collects names of all methods in the form of a linked list of character 
strings, constructor of this class can take variable number of arguments), 
(3) actor class (uses the process ID as key in creation of message queue, contains local buffer 
to store messages which cannot be processed because of incorrect behavior, contains a 
lock to prevent creating an Actor from accessing mail queue ID until initialized, contains 
a virtual function becomeO, and a virtual function body 0 to be redefined for each specific 
Actor) to provide necessary capabilities required by the Actor model, and 
(4) bulletin_board class (holds all applicable information, portable, not dependent on address 
space). 
mail_queue 
actor 
behavior 
behavior_list I 
Figure 4. Inheritance hierarchy in Actor system. 
A new Actor is created by means of the new_actor 0 operation; new Actor is instantiated within 
its own process and parent process continues execution while new Actor is "constructed". Each 
Actor in the system communicates with another Actor by sending messages to the other Actor's 
mail queue assuming that Actor knows this mail queue's ID. A ma/Lqueue is identified by a 
unique identifier. All messages are stored in the kernel. Each Actor's mail queue is stored in 
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Mail_Queue 
• . (  '>  
Actor Bulletin_Board I 
• , ( 
Behavior 
r - - - - - - -  Behavior_list 
Figure 5. Inheritance hierarchy and class relationship for Actor-based systems. 
the bu]]etin_board process which serves as the only centralization element of the whole system. 
The bu]letin_board process contains the identity of every Actor in the system; therefore very 
Actor is a potential acquaintance of another Actor. An Actor can modify its public interface 
to other Actors by changing its behavior. An Actor's behavior can be an arbitrary subset of all 
member functions of this Actor; this subset is called the behavior set. It is possible to create 
a special category of Actors, called serialized actors. They have no intra-concurrency, and no 
concurrent access to local variables; however each such Actor can execute concurrently with other 
Actors. Serialized Actors perform their activities in three periodically repeated steps: receiving 
a message, processing a message, and executing become 0 operation. 
As Figure 4 indicates, actor inherits from mail_queue class. Actor contains an instantiation of
behavior class and behavior class contains an instantiation of behavior_list class. The base class 
of mail_queue has the following major functionalities: can notify the bulletin_board process of 
Actor's existence, sends/receives messages, receives messages in FIFO order (to preserve weak 
fairness requirement), decides which reply to select next using a system of tags (resolution of 
nondeterminism), rejects unwanted messages, and provides reply operations which handle integer, 
floating point, and character string data types. The actor class provides a "body" of an Actor 
which executes concurrently with other Actors. 
The behavior class provides the Actor with the ability to change its public interface with other 
Actors. This class contains a set of methods in the form of a linked list of character strings 
representing behavior_list class. This last class provides the behavior class with some methods 
to operate on the linked list of member functions. Constructor of the behavior class can accept 
variable number of parameters to generate behavior with variable number of member functions. 
The bulletin_board class tracks all existing Actors in the system, provides ability to respond 
to Actors requesting the mail queue ID of other Actors, and stores its mail queue ID in a file 
accessible to all Actors executing in the system. 
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Figure 6. How an Actor is constructed. 
Details of relationships between all participating classes are presented in Figure 5. 
Inheritance mechanism is implemented in such a manner that independently of concurrency 
and synchronization restrictions, the base classes can be directly used because of the concept of 
behaviors and because of introduction of the become() operation. This operation eliminates the 
need to place the preconditions of a member function within the member function. In addition, 
object state functions allow us to determine the state of the Actor after a state modifying member 
function has been executed. Figure 6 shows how an Actor is created. 
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